MAKE YOUR MARK: A Liberated Look At Line
CLASS SUPPLY LIST FOR STUDENTS:
Class Fee: $10 for materials used in class exercises
Sewing and Fabric Supplies:
Sewing machine with which you are familiar. Workshop hours are precious; don’t spend it learning
how to make a bobbin or sew with the feed dogs down. Be sure to pack whatever presser foot you
use for free machine quilting, the correct plug, foot pedal (don’t laugh, it has happened!), and
instruction booklet. Take your machine for a test run before coming to class to make sure you know
how to lower the feed dogs and put on the free machine foot. This isn’t a machine quilting class, so
you don’t need any skill in machine quilting, but you do need to know how your machine works.
Extra needles
Bobbins- wound with black thread. If you have Bottom Line thread or other high quality
bobbin thread, use that
Straight pins
Scissors (both paper scissors and fabric scissors)
Rotary cutter (if you have a separate cutter you use for paper, pack that as well)
Gridded ruler (24” would be ideal)
Mat (no smaller than 18” x 24”)
Thread – one spool of good quality black piecing weight thread.
Solid black cotton broadcloth
Precut for class:
2 pieces, one 9x12”, one 11X17”
I’d throw in some extra, just in case you want do-overs (I always appreciate the chance to try
again…)
Solid white cotton broadcloth (or other quilt weight cotton) You’re looking for tightly woven fabric
that won’t turn grey when it’s laid on top of black fabric. Test for opacity by laying a piece of the
white fabric over a black paper or fabric
Precut for class:
6 pieces, each about the size of printer paper (8.5 x 11)
2 pieces, , one 9x12”, one 11X17”
I’d throw in some extra, just in case you want do-overs (I always appreciate the chance to try
again…)
Thin batting, suitable for machine quilting
3 pieces, each about the size of printer paper (8.5 x 11)

Other Stuff You’ll Need:
Unlined white paper --computer printer paper is fine; about 15 sheets
#2 Pencil and sharpener
Thin black marker
Thick pointed black marker
Thick wide point black marker
Large, clean brown paper grocery sack (not plastic)
Glue stick
Optional:
 Extension cord
 Digital camera
 Chocolate (I don’t consider this optional, but you be the judge)
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